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CALCUTTA FAN WORKS PRIVATE LTD.

LESLIE HOUSE
19B, CHOWRINGHEE ROAD
CALCUTTA-13

Telephone: 23-3552 & 23-1317
The largest Chain of leading hotels in the East

STAY AT an OBEROI HOTEL and enjoy OBEROI DeLuxe facilities for good living, personalized 24 hour service, international cuisine, air-conditioning entertainment!

HOTEL IMPERIAL
NEW DELHI

OBEROI GRAND
CALCUTTA

MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL HOTEL ASSOCIATION

INDIA
Oberoi Maidens, Delhi
Oberoi Swiss Delhi
Oberoi Cecil Simla
Oberoi Clarke Simla
Oberoi Mcview Chandigarh
Oberoi McEverest Darjeeling
Oberoi Palm Beach, Gopalpur on sea
Oberoi Palace Srinagar

PAKISTAN
Oberoi Flashman Rawalpindi
Oberoi Deans Peshawar
Oberoi Faletis Lahore
Oberoi Cecil Murree

Oberoi Hotels
HOME OF INTERNATIONAL TRAVELLER
if it is malaria

is the surest antidote

Quinine is a safe and dependable remedy.
Taken orally it is rapidly absorbed in the bloodstream and quick action is ensured.
Injection of Quinine is still relied upon by doctors for treatment of severe cases of Malignant Malaria.
Quinine rarely produces resistance in Malaria parasites.
Quinine manufactured at the West Bengal Government Quinine Factory is of the highest purity.

Available from
Govt. Quinine Sales Depot,
Old Hindu-than Buildings,
Cal-13 Dev's Medical Stores Private Ltd.,
6/2B, Lindsay Street, Cal-16
and from all leading chemists and druggists.
Páper Cover Rs. 5.00
Cloth Cover Rs. 6.00